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Swedish-American church records online - addendum
BY JILL SEAHOLM
In my article in the June 2018 issue about
the Swedish-American church records online at Ancestry.com, I mentioned that
people could expect to find some errors in
the indexing, but did not say what to do
about them.

An example of a serious
error
One reader recently found his father in the
ELCA index where the index had grouped
him with a wife and child (actually the
wrong wife and child), but in the image
attached to it, he was still alone and unmarried. The reader wondered how to report such a complex error.
I spoke with our representative at Ancestry and I learned that this is a more
difficult type of error to correct, but it can
and will be done.
There is an automated tool for users to
correct simple spelling and date errors
within indexes (explained below), but
when it involves an incorrect image
attachment, Ancestry needs to do research
to find out how each error has occurred
and then make individual corrections.
Ancestry then has to republish the entire
collection with corrections, which is a

massive job and they cannot do it very
often. They accumulate errors like this into
maintenance projects for given record
collections and fix them all about once a
year. Ancestry would really like the data
to be as accurate as possible. Our contact
at Ancestry wants me to have users of these
Swedish-American church collections report any such big errors to me at the Swenson Center, so I can pass them on to Ancestry.

email address and country of residence,
then explained what was wrong. The corrected information will be included in
parentheses and made searchable on
Ancestry, which may take around 30 days.

How to correct simple errors
To correct simple index errors, Ancestry
has an automated tool for you to submit
the corrections on your own. To see how
the automated tool worked for simple index fixes, on a whim I decided to search
for my father in the index, and luckily (?)
in the very first hit, his middle name Vernon
was misspelled as “Vemm.” Looking at the
image, I can see how an indexer not familiar with the name would have had to
guess.
I looked around for the tool (hammer/
wrench) symbol [picture to the right] at
the right of the image, clicked on it, then
on “Report Problems.” I pulled that down
to “Inaccurate Information,” entered my

First Lutheran Church, Moline, IL.

Report serious errors to Jill
Seaholm at
jillseaholm@augustana.edu
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